for all pure imaginary A that are not poles of W(A) (here and everywhere in the paper we use X > 0 to denote positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices X, and the superscript T stands for the transpose). Such functions play a significant role in the theory of linear control systems with symmetries and circuit theory; see, e.g., [6, 7, 30, 1, 31 . We consider then minimal factoriza- (the definition of minimal factorizations is given in Section 2) and characterize those factorizations (1.1.2) which are stable in a certain sense. By stability we mean that any rational real matrix function @(A) with the property analogous in (1.1.1) and which is sufficiently close to W(A) will have a minimal factorization
ti( A) = L( -A)rt( A)
(1.1.3) with the factor L(A) as close as we wish to L(A). For the precise definitions of various notions of stability we refer the reader again to Section 2. We consider other symmetries as well, and also the special case of real symmetric matrix polynomials. The analysis of stability of symmetric factorizations of real rational matrix functions W(A) with the property that W(A) > 0 for all real A that are not poles of W was done in [23] . Our second topic concerns certain matricial boundary value problems with symmetries (Section 3):
Tdv+) -=-A@(t), dt W,(O) = cp; (cl( t) is bounded on [0, m) .
(1.1.4)
Here T and A are real matrices with T symmetric and invertible, P is a projection, and cp E Im P is a given vector. Also, an inverse symmetry is assumed, i.e., there is a real matrix J such that J2 = I, JT = -TIT, JA = ATJT.
The original motivation to study such boundary value problems comes from transport theory (see [31, 15, 191; also [25] for a finite dimensional setup). We describe the stably well-posed problems of type (1.1.4), i.e., those that are
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themselves well posed [by this we mean that for every cp E Im P there is unique solution $(t)] and are such that every analogous problem with coefficients close to T, A, and P respectively is also well posed.
Finally, in Section 4 we offer an'interpretation of many stability results in terms of equilibria of Lie group actions on subspaces.
The main technical tools of this paper as well as of [21-231 are canonical forms of pairs of real symmetric or skew-symmetric matrices. For the reader's convenience, we write down these canonical forms in the next subsection. We conclude the introduction with some notation and conventions used throughout the paper. For a complex n X n matrix X the partid multiplicities of X corresponding to its eigenvalue A, are, by definition, the sizes of Jordan blocks with eigenvalue A, that appear in the Jordan normal form of X. This definition applies in particular to real n X n matrices. Thus, for example, the matrix [ -10 01 00 0 0 -1 00 00 01 0 1 has two eigenvalues i and -i with partial multiplicities 1, 1 for each. The set of all eigenvalues of A is called the spectrum of A and will be denoted u(A).
Given a real n X n matrix A and its real eigenvalue A,, we call Ker(A -Aal)" the root subspace of A corresponding to A,. We shall often denote it by R(A,A,). For a pair of complex conjugate nonreal eigenvalues A, = Z_L + iv and h, = Z_L -iv of A, the root subspace of A corresponding to the pair (A,, A,} is, by definition, Ker(A -haI)" i Ker(A -A,Z)" considered as a subspace in R". We shall often denote it by RCA, Z.L f iv). (Here and elsewhere R" is the n-dimensional real vector space of column vectors.) Given a symmetric part aa of a(A) (i.e., A,, E a, implies ha E a,), the sum of the root subspaces of A corresponding to real eigenvalues or pairs of nonreal complex conjugate eigenvalues in a, is called the spectral subspuce of A corresponding to a,; it is a subspace in R". The zero subspace is designated (0) . W e use the notation ek for the vector all whose coordinates (except for the k th) are zeros and whose k th coordinate is 1 (the dimension of ek will be clear from the context). We use I, (or Z) to denote the m x m identity matrix.
1.2.

Canonical Forms
We describe here the canonical forms of certain pairs of matrices. First, we introduce some notation. For given 5 = f 1, 77 = f 1 let L, (t, 17) be the use Jk(h) to designate the lower value A:
578 ANDRl? C. M. RAN AND LEIBA RODMAN class of all pairs (A, H) of rz X tr real matrices such that H is invertible, HT = tH, HA = qATH. To avoid the trivial cases when L,(t, 7) is empty it will be assumed that n is even whenever 5 = -1. Throughout the paper we triangular k X k Jordan block with eigen- So Fj is symmetric for j odd and antisymmetric for even j, while Gj is symmetric for all j. 
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Again, the pairs of blocks (Ai, Hi) which appear in (S-'AS,S*HS) are uniquely determined (up to permutation) by the pair (A, H).
1.3.
lnvariant L.agrangian Subspaces and Their Stability Given (A, H) E L,(~,T), let J(A, H) be the class of all A-invariant H-lagrangian subspaces. In other words, a subspace M c R" belongs to the class J(A, H) if and only if AX E M for every x E M (i.e., M is A-invariant),
x*Hy = 0 for all X, y E M, and dim M = n/2 (i.e., M is H-lagrangian). The term "lagrangian" is usually used in the literature in the case .$ = -1, but we shall extend this terminology also to the case 5 = 1. Obviously, the evenness of n is necessary to ensure that J ( These and other classes of stable invariant lagrangian subspaces were described in [21-231. In the framework of complex matrices the stability of invariant subspaces with various definiteness properties with respect to H was studied in [24, 27, lo] , and applications given [26, 27, lo] .
FACTORIZATION OF REAL RATIONAL MATRIX FUNCTIONS WITH SYMMETRIES
2.1.
General Framework
The subject matter of this section is real rational n X n matrix functions W(A). In other words, every entry in the n X n matrix W(A) is a quotient of two polynomials in the complex variable A with real coefficients.
It will be always assumed that the real rational matrix functions we deal with are regular, i.e., have not identically zero determinant. We will often also assume that W(A) has no pole at infinity. Every such real rational matrix function W(A) admits a representation
where C, A, and B are real matrices of sizes n X p, p X p, and p X n, respectively, for some p. (,$v, 7) . If D is invertible (a hypothesis we assume from now on), then putting
it is easily seen that also (A", H) E Z,,,(,$T, 77) . The importance of this observation is apparent from the formula for the inverse matrix function W(A)-':
In the sequel we shall be studying factorizations of W(A), and the following proposition will be important for that purpose. We denote by S i T the direct sum of subspaces S, T c R"; thus, S i T = R" means that S + T = R" and S fl T = (0). We turn now our attention to factorization. Let
where W,(A) and W,(A) are rational n X n matrix functions (generally, with complex coefficients). We regard the equality (2.1.6) as a factorization of the rational matrix function W(A). The factorization (2.1.6) is said to be minimal if for any A, E C the sums of the partial zero multiplicities of W,(A) at A,, and of W,(A) at A, add up to the sum of the partial zero multiplicities of W(A) at A,. (In fact, the definition of minimal factorization should involve the point at infinity as well, but since all our rational matrix functions will be assumed regular at infinity, the point at infinity is of no concern here.) One can replace in this definition "zero" by "pole," which results in precisely the same concept of minimality.
For the real rational matrix fkctions W(A) with the symmetry properties (2.1.2) it is natural to consider minimal factorizations of the form 
Proof.
Let r be as in the theorem. Then W(A) can be factorized as
where L is as in the theorem and
(see [2, Theorem 9.211, and this is a minimal factorization.
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Since M" = Im r and M = Ker w are H-lagrangian, it is easy to check that Hr = (I -rT)H. Using (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) it is then straightforward to check that L(~h)r = K(A).
For the converse, we know from [2, Theorem 9.21 that any minimal factorization is connected with a supporting projection r (i.e., Irnr is Ax-invariant, Kerr is A-invariant), and the factors are given by (2.1.8) and (2.1.9). Since K(A) = L(~h)r, using (2.1.4) it follows that
Z + CH-$rT(hZ -T~HAH%~)-~T~HBD-~ =Z+C(Z-r)[AZ-(I-r)A(Z-T)]-'(Zvr)BD-'
Because both realizations are minimal, there is a unique invertible S, : Im rTTT
rTHAH-hT = S,'( I -r)A( Z -r)S,, S;'(Z-+?=dHB.
Consequently, using also A Kerr c Kerr (i.e., AT,rrT = pTAT~'), we obtain the equalities
CA'(Z -T)S, = CH-'(T~HAH-'T~).' = CAjH-'d
for j = 0,. . . . As fJ y=,Ker( CA') = (0) [this is one of the properties of a minimal realization (2.1.1)], we get We conclude that Ker 7 and Im 7 are H-lagrangian, as required. n Note that by Proposition 2.1.1 the hypothesis R" = M i M" in Theorem 2.1.2 is automatically fulfilled for the case when 5 = 1.
The projection r in Theorem 2.1.2 is called the suppurting projection corresponding to the minimal factorization (2.1.7).
Symmetric Factorizations of Nonnegative Rational Matrix Functions and Their Stability
In this subsection we shall assume 5 = 1. We assume that the real n X n rational matrix function W(h) h as value I at infinity (i.e., D = Z) and satisfies
for all A E iR not poles of W. In particular, n = -1 in the formula (2.1.2). For the case n = + 1 and W(A) 2 0 for A E R we refer to [23] for the full analysis of stability of symmetric factorizations. Note that if w satisfies (2.2.1), then W(A) = W(iA) is hermitian positive semidefinite for all real A. The next theorem describes the relation between the notions just introduced and stability properties of certain subspaces. 
Let W(A) = L( -A)TL(A) be a minimal factorization of W(A) = Z + C(AZ -A)-'B.
This factorization is (un)conditionally stable if and only if fw the corresponding supporting projection T the subspaces
. . n Next, we characterize nonnegativity of L(A) in terms of partial multiplicities of C, and the signs in the canonical form of (C,, B,).
LEMMA 2.3.2. The matrix polynomial L(h) is nonnegative for A E i R if
and only if L has only even partial multiplicities at pure imaginary eigenvalues (including zero), the signs in the canonical form of (C,, B,) diag(il,,,, i21,,, . . . , izkI,,,) . Then S* = S-l, and one checks that SBLS* = iB,, SC,S-' = iC,.
Thus, the partial multiplicities of C, at its pure imaginary eigenvalues are all even. The statement on the signs now also follows from [21, Proposition 3.31.
Conversely, suppose the conditions in the theorem hold. Then J (C,, B,) 20. Then Lemma 2.3.1 implies that L is nonnegative. 
Proof.
Suppose (i) is satisfied. Then there exists an unconditionally stable invariant lagrangian subspace in J(C,, II,), since C, has no pure imaginary eigenvalues in that case. A conditionally stable element in J(C,, B,) always exists, by Lemma 2.3.2.
Now suppose (a)-(c) hold. Then th e subspace A E J(C,, B,) corresponding to the factorization L(h) = M( -A)TM(A> . IS conditionally or unconditionally stable (depending on whether or not L has zeros on the imaginary line). Then the theorem follows easily from the definition of stable factorizations (conditional or unconditional), taking into account (2.3.3) and (2.3.4). n
We conjecture that conditions (a>-(c) are also necessary for the (un>con-ditional stability of the factorization (2.3.5).
Of particular interest are factorizations (2.3.5) where every zero of det M(A) has nonnegative real part. 
L(A) = M( -A)TM(A) where M(A) is a manic matrix polynomial such that all zeros of det M(A)
have nonnegative real parts. Moreover, this factorization is conditionally stable, and in case det L(A) has no zeros on the imaginary axis it is also unconditionally stable.
Stable Factorizations of Rational Matrix Functions with Constant
Zero Signature
In this section we shall consider factorizations of the type (2.1.7) for the cases when 5 = -1. In both these cases (77 = 1 or 77 = -1) we have
D = -DT [cf. (2.1.2)], where W(A) = D + C(AZ -A)-'B.
It follows that iD is complex hermitian, and its signature (i.e., the difference between the we have
As a consequence the signature of W(A) is zero for every real A which is not a zero or a pole of W. For this reason we shall say that W(A) has constant signature zero. In fact we define this notion independently of the factorization (2.4.1) as follows: Let W(A) be real rational n X n matrix function, analytic and invertible at infinity and satisfying In particular it follows from Theorem 2.2.2 that ](A', H') f0 and J(A'", II') ~0.
Since A and A" are invertible by assumption, it follows from J(A', H') #0, J(A'", H) #0 f or any A', H' close to A, H, respectively, that a(A) n iR =0 (as one easily sees by considering the canonical form). Since W' factorizes as (2.4.9) with L' close to L, there is a supporting projection r' close to 7. Hence Kerr is unconditional (strongly) stable in J(A, H). An analogous argument shows that Irnr is unconditional (strongly) stable in ](A", HI.
n With Lemmas 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 we can now give sufficient conditions for the existence of a factorization (2.4.1) which is (un)conditionally (strongly) stable. In case of unconditional stability these sufficient conditions are also necessary, provided W(A) is analytic and invertible at zero. In all cases we give a description of the stable factorizations. Let T and A be real n X n matrices with symmetric and invertible T.
Consider the following matricial boundary value problem:
+(t) is bounded on 0 < t <a.
(3.11
Here P : R" -+ R" is a known projection, cp E Im P is given, and the unknown function t,b(t> (0 < t <m) takes values in R". Such boundary value problems are commonplace in transport theory (see, e.g., [31, 1.511, where they are considered mostly in the infinite dimensional framework. Typically, t,!&> takes values in the Hilbert space of square summable Lebesgue measurable functions on [ -1, 11, T is the operator of multiplication by t, A is a constant plus a certain self-adjoint integral operator, and P is the orthogonal projection on this Hilbert space.
We shall be interested mainly in the existence of a unique solution for every 9 E Im P. In such a case we say that the problem (3.1) is well posed. We introduce now an additional symmetry into the problem. A real n X n matrix J is called an inverse symmetry for the problem (3.1) if J" = I, JT = -TJT, ]A = ATJT.
(3.2)
In particular, TJ is skew symmetric, so in order for an inverse symmetry to exist, the size n of the matrices must be even (this will be assumed from now on in this section). The notion of inverse symmetry is natural from the point of view of transport theory (see [I9, 1531, w h ere J is often assumed to possess the additional property J = J ; T in the infinite dimensional framework described above, J is given by Jcp(t) = cp( -t), p E L2[ -1, 11.
The equalities (3.2) imply Observe that the problem (3.1) with the inverse symmetry (3.2) transforms to a problem of the same type under the transformation T + STTS, A + SrAS, P -+ S-'PS with the inverse symmetry J -+ SrJSr-r (here S is a real invertible matrix). This observation allows us to assume in the proofs, without loss of generality, that the pair (T-'A,JT) is in the canonical form.
(jT)(T-'A)= -(T-IA)~(JT).
So (T-IA, JT) E L,( -
We say that (3.1) is stably well posed if (3.1) is well posed and any nearby problem with analogous symmetries is also well posed. Formally this means the following: There exists E > 0 such that every problem /6(t) Observe that for E > 0 small enough ?' must be invertible and dimIm tj = dim Im P.
We now state and prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 3.2. The following statements are equivalent:
(il The problem (3.1) with the inverse symmetry J is stably well posed.
(ii) There exists E > 0 such that every problem
is well posed provided JA = ii'J' and l/A -AlI < E.
(iii) A is invertible, and each pure imaginary eigenvalue (zfany) of T-IA has algebraic multiplicity equal to the geometric multiplicity with all signs ~~ the same in the canonical fm of (T-'A, JT).
The following proposition will be handy in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Proof.
If at least one of the conditions of the proposition concerning the spectral structure of (A, H) does not hold, then the canonical form and Theorem 3.1 of [21] imply easily the existence of a nonzero A-invariant H-neutral subspace. Conversely, assume all the specified conditions on the spectral structure of (A, H) are satisfied. We prove that any nonzero A-invariant subspace is not H-neutral. Without loss of generality assume that a(A) = { t-ib) for some fixed b > 0 and that (A, H) is in the canonical form H=f_([ _; $9 ... *[ _y ;I). [The right-hand side of (3.5) is just the dimension of the indicator subspace for the original problem (3.11, (3.2).] Th is will show that (i) does not hold.
If one of the nj's (say, n,) is even, then let Z be the matrix obtained from Finally, if nl = 1, then add to T-'A a negative number close to zero in the (I,2) position to obtain Z. This concludes the proof of(i) a (iii) in Theorem 3.2. A careful analysis of the proof reveals that (ii) j (iii) is proved as well (arguing by contradiction). As (i) = (ii) is obvious, the proof of Theorem 3.2 is completed. 
